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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a study in the evolution of coopera-
tive behavior, specifically the construction of communica-
tion networks, through digital evolution and multilevel se-
lection. In digital evolution, a population of self-replicating
computer programs exists in a user-defined computational
environment and is subject to instruction-level mutations
and natural selection. Multilevel selection links the survival
of the individual to the survival of its group, thus encourag-
ing cooperation. The results of experiments using the Avida
digital evolution platform demonstrate that populations of
digital organisms are capable of constructing communica-
tion networks, and that these networks can exhibit desired
properties depending on the selective pressures used. We
also show that the use of a digital germline can significantly
improve evolvability of cooperation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Computing Methodologies]: Artificial Intelli-
gence—Problem Solving, Control Methods, and Search;
D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Program-
ming—Distributed programming ; F.1.1 [Computation
by Abstract Devices]: Models of Computation—Self-
modifying machines

General Terms
Experimentation.

Keywords
Digital evolution, cooperative behavior, natural selec-
tion, multilevel selection, mutation, germline, biologically-
inspired computing.

1. INTRODUCTION
The natural world is replete with examples of organisms of

varying complexity cooperating to build complex structures.
For example, biofilms are complex extracellular structures
that are formed by nearly all species of microorganism [4],
while the eusocial Hymenoptera (sawflies, wasps, bees, and
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ants) build complex nests that house many thousands of
individuals either above or below ground [11].

Whereas natural organisms have evolved to cooperate
in building physical structures, here we use digital evolu-
tion [17] to evolve digital organisms that cooperatively build
a structure of their own, specifically a communication net-
work. In digital evolution, a population of digital organ-
isms exists in a user-defined computational environment.
These organisms self-replicate, compete for resources, and
are subject to instruction-level mutations and natural selec-
tion. Over generations, they can evolve to survive, and even
thrive, under extremely dynamic and adverse conditions. In
digital evolution, whether a given organism self-replicates
and transfers its genetic material to the next generation de-
pends on its environment and its interaction with other or-
ganisms. In this study we use Avida [18], a digital evolution
platform previously used to study the evolution of biocom-
plexity [1, 13] and phenotypic plasticity [3]. Avida is being
applied to an increasingly diverse range of problems, from
the generation of software behavioral models to the design
of distributed systems [10,14].

To evolve network building, we divide the population into
identically-sized subpopulations, or demes. Within each
deme, organisms are treated as nodes in a network, and are
capable of establishing links to other organisms within their
deme. We then apply multilevel selection [22] to all demes
in the population, periodically evaluating the network con-
structed by each deme. The replication rate of the deme
is dependent on the properties of the network it constructs.
The specific network properties selected for, such as link us-
age and characteristic path length, are user-defined. In the
course of our investigations, we discovered that the use of a
digital germline significantly improves the evolvability of co-
operation. In animals, the germline is the sequence of germ
cells used to transfer genetic material from parent to off-
spring [7]. Similar to the germ-soma specialization common
in multicellular organisms, a germline in Avida provides a
single common genetic ancestry for all organisms within a
deme. This has the side-effect of homogenizing the inhabi-
tants of each deme, a technique that has been shown effective
in evolutionary robotics [8].

The contributions of this work are two-fold. First, we
show that the use of multilevel selection alone is not suffi-
cient to evolve network construction, requiring the addition
of a germline to provide a common ancestry for cooperating
organisms. Second, we show that Avida is capable of evolv-
ing digital organisms that construct networks, and that the
networks thus created can meet user-defined criteria, includ-
ing the minimization of link usage, diameter, characteristic
path length, and clustering coefficient. These results can
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be applied to the construction and maintenance of commu-
nication networks in distributed systems, including many
wireless and overlay network applications. Our long-term
goal is to use digital evolution in the design of robust dis-
tributed systems that remain effective even under extremely
harsh conditions. While evolved solutions may share some of
the inherent imperfections of natural organisms, they might
also be resilient to unexpected conditions, where human-
designed algorithms are limited and/or brittle.

2. RELATED WORK
From large-scale permanent networks such as the Inter-

net, to smaller temporary networks such as ad hoc wireless
networks, network creation and topology maintenance al-
gorithms are a fundamental aspect of distributed comput-
ing systems. Network creation in distributed systems is of-
ten addressed through the use of overlay networks, where a
communication network is created and maintained by appli-
cation software. Overlay networks involve only the modifi-
cation of application software at hosts, without requiring
changes to network infrastructure. Approaches to build-
ing overlay networks range from distributed hash-tables and
unstructured peer-to-peer networks, to bio-inspired gossip-
based approaches such as T-Man [12]. Cooperative mod-
els of the iterated prisoner’s dilemma have also been ap-
plied to network creation and topology maintenance [19],
and other game-theoretic approaches have demonstrated the
emergence of leadership and cooperation in social and eco-
nomic networks [25]. In contrast to these approaches, where
system behavior is specified by humans, our work uses dig-
ital evolution to automatically discover cooperative behav-
iors for network creation. Common to all implementations
of network creation in distributed systems is that the agents
involved engage in some degree of cooperation, whether ex-
plicit (in the case of a human-designed deterministic algo-
rithm), or implicit (in the case of a gossip-based protocol).

Examples of the evolution of cooperative behavior are per-
vasive in biological systems, and include cooperation among
microorganisms, insects, and even in the schooling of fish to
avoid predators. Many organisms cooperate to build com-
plex structures, from biofilms [4] to nests [11]. Researchers
have focused on understanding the basis for the evolution
of cooperation [2, 16], with additional insight into how co-
operation might arise uncovered through both digital and
robotics experiments [6,8,21]. Many approaches to the evo-
lution of cooperative behavior in non-biological systems in-
volve multilevel selection, the theory that selection acts not
only on the individual directly, but also indirectly through
the groups that it is a member of [22]. Researchers in evo-
lutionary computation have used various forms of multilevel
selection to accurately diagnose malignancy in cancer [24]
and improve runtime performance of multi-objective evolu-
tionary algorithms [9]. Additionally, genetic programming
has been used to design communications protocols for auto-
nomic systems, where individuals in the population were dif-
ferent protocols [23]. Recently, investigations have focused
on the evolution of single-celled to multicellular life [15].
This transition is the point at which competition between
individual cells gives way to competition between groups of
cells, thus enabling complex multicellular organisms. In [8],
Floreano et al. evolved cooperative communication through
the use of genetically homogeneous groups, in much the same
way that biological systems use a germline for reproduc-

tion [7]. In this paper, we use an explicit mechanism for
digital germlines to evolve cooperative network construction.
Germlines are discussed further in Section 4.

3. AVIDA BACKGROUND
Digital Organisms. Figure 1 depicts an Avida popu-

lation and the structure of an individual organism. Each
digital organism comprises a circular list of instructions (its
“genome”) and a virtual CPU, and “lives” in a common
virtual environment. Within this environment, organisms
asynchronously execute the instructions in their genomes.
The particular instructions that are executed determine
the organism’s behavior, including the ability to sense and
change properties of their environment.
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Figure 1: An AVIDA population containing multiple
genomes (bottom), and the structure of an individ-
ual organism (top).

Instructions within an organism’s genome are similar in
appearance and functionality to traditional assembly lan-
guage instructions. These instructions enable an organism
to perform simple mathematical operations, such as addi-
tion, multiplication, and bit-shifts, as well as to replicate
their genome and interact with the organism’s environment,
for example, by creating a link to a neighboring organism,
or outputting a number to the environment. A key prop-
erty of Avida’s instruction set that differs from traditional
computer languages, however, is that it is not possible to
construct a syntactically incorrect genome in Avida; that
is, all possible genomes are “runnable.” Hence, while ran-
dom mutations will produce many genomes that do not
perform any meaningful computation, their instruction se-
quences will still be valid.

During its replication cycle, an organism copies its genome
to its offspring. Figure 2 depicts the instructions comprising
the replication cycle of the default Avida organism. As the
organism copies its genome to its offspring, mutations may
be introduced according to predefined probabilities. These
mutations may take the form of a replacement (substituting
a random instruction for the one copied), an insertion (in-
serting an additional, random instruction into the offspring’s
genome), or a deletion (removing the copied instruction from
the offspring’s genome).



Allocate space for the
offspring’s genome.

h-divide
mov-head
nop-A
nop-B

...

Move the write-head.

Move the flow-control head.

Move the flow-control head.

Copy an instruction from the
read-head to the write-head.

If the entire genome was
copied, divide this organism.

If not, loop.

h-alloc
h-search
nop-C
nop-A
mov-head
nop-C

h-search
h-copy
if-label
nop-C
nop-A

Figure 2: Instruction sequence for the replication
cycle of a typical AVIDA organism.

Environment. In Figure 1, we see that each organism
in Avida lives in a cell located in a fixed location within
a spatial environment. Each cell can contain at most one
organism; organisms cannot live outside of cells. The ge-
ometry of the environment defines the neighborhood of each
cell, and is user-defined. For example, the environment ge-
ometry may be configured as a spatial grid, a torus, or as
a well-mixed environment, where all cells are neighbors of
each other. Each organism in the environment has a facing
that defines its orientation. This facing may be used in a
number of different ways. For example, an organism can
create a network link in the faced direction. The organism
can also sense and manipulate its facing via the get-facing

and rotate instructions, respectively. When an organism
replicates, a target cell that will house the new organism is
selected from the environment. Different models to select
this target cell are available, including mass-action (select
at random from among all cells) and neighborhood (select
from cells that neighbor the parent), among others. In every
case, an organism that is already present in the target cell
is replaced (killed and overwritten) by the offspring.

During an Avida experiment, the merit of a given digi-
tal organism determines how many instructions its virtual
CPU is allowed to execute relative to the other organisms in
the population. A higher merit results in an organism that
replicates more frequently, spreading throughout the popu-
lation. Merit of a digital organism is updated based upon
the tasks that are performed by the organism. Tasks are de-
signed by the user and reward desirable behavior (they may
also punish undesirable behavior), thereby driving natural
selection. For example, in order to encourage the creation
of a network, a user might define a task that rewards an
organism by doubling its merit when it constructs a link
to a neighboring organism. Tasks are generally defined in
terms of externally visible behaviors of the organisms (their
phenotype), rather than in terms of the specific instructions
that must be executed by the digital organism’s CPU. This
approach allows maximum flexibility in the evolution of a
solution for a particular task. The evolved solution might
not be optimal when considering the task in isolation, but
it is likely to have other properties that made it well-suited
for its environment – robustness to mutation, for example.

4. MULTILEVEL SELECTION IN AVIDA
Multilevel selection posits that the survival of the indi-

vidual is linked to the survival of the group [22]. There
are many different ways that these groups may be defined.
For example, a group may be defined by a common trait (a
trait-group), shared ancestry (clade selection), membership
in the same species (species selection), or the interactions
between related individuals (kin selection). Multilevel se-
lection has been used in biology to explain the evolution of
altruism, where an individual will sacrifice fitness for the
benefit of the group, and the evolution of social behavior,
particularly in populations of social insects, such as ant and
bee colonies [20].

There are two components to multilevel selection within
Avida. First, the population of digital organisms is divided
into distinct subpopulations, called demes. Second, we pro-
vide a means for these demes to compete with each other
based on user-defined criteria. Figure 3 depicts an environ-
ment that has been subdivided into sixteen demes. As with
the organisms within each deme, entire demes replicate and
compete for resources. When a deme replicates, another
deme from the population is selected as its target. The or-
ganisms in the target deme are removed, and a subset of
the organisms from the source are cloned and placed into
the target. We call this procedure ReplicateDemes. In Fig-
ure 3, we show two demes replicating - Organisms within
the target demes will be removed from the population, and
the target demes will be repopulated from their respective
source demes. Such replication can be triggered by a deme’s
behavior. In this study, for example, deme replication may
be triggered when its constituents have constructed a con-
nected network. Deme replication may also be combined
with a deme-level merit, where all individuals within the
deme receive additional merit based on the behavior of the
deme as a whole. Similar to the individual merit described in
Section 3, a deme merit increases the number of virtual CPU
instructions its inhabitants are allowed to execute, relative
to other demes in the population. Use of a deme merit thus
provides a selective pressure that operates on entire demes.
As will be shown in Section 6, deme merit is an effective
method for guiding the evolution of group behavior.

Population

replication

Deme

Deme

Figure 3: Depiction of an AVIDA population of
sixteen demes. Demes are isolated subpopulations,
each capable of replication. When a deme replicates,
it replaces a randomly selected target deme.

For the study described in this paper, we extended Repli-
cateDemes to use a germline; we call this new procedure
GermlineReplication. In animals, genetic material is trans-
ferred from parent to offspring along the germline [7]. Germ
cells are distinct from somatic cells, which form the body of



an organism. Mutations to an organism’s germline can be
passed on to its offspring, while mutations to an organism’s
somatic cells will typically only affect its host. Figure 4 il-
lustrates GermlineReplication. Beginning from an ancestral
germline g0, the “parent” deme is seeded with an organism
generated from the latest germ. During the course of the
experiment, the somatic organisms within this deme repli-
cate, compete for resources, and may experience mutations.
Once a deme replication is triggered, all organisms within
the parent deme are killed, and the parent is re-seeded from
its germline, g0. The latest germ from g0 is then mutated,
producing a new germline, g1. An “offspring” deme is ran-
domly selected from the population, any organisms currently
living in this deme are killed, and the new germ from g1 is
used to seed the offspring deme. As with ReplicateDemes, a
deme-level merit may also be used with ReplicateDemes. In
this case, the merit is associated with the germline.

...

g0 → g1

(1) Parent deme seeded
with germline g0

parent reseeded from g0

(2) Replication triggered,

produces g1;
(3) g0 mutated,

offspring seeded
from g1

...

...

g0

...
g0

Figure 4: Example of GermlineReplication.

5. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Extensions to AVIDA. To enable digital organisms

within Avida to build a network, we implemented five new
virtual CPU instructions. Each of these instructions can
be inserted into a genome through mutation during deme
replication. These instructions, summarized in Table 1, en-
able organisms to build links to neighboring organisms, sense
their current links, perform conditional logic based on their
links, and determine their location within their environment.
The current implementations of these instructions do not
support parallel links (multiple links between the same two
organisms), links do not expire, and there is no cost associ-
ated with creating a link; we plan to remove these limitations
in future work. It may be useful to think of the network and
its links through an analogy to UNIX sockets: organisms in
demes are hosts that are able to establish socket connections
to their neighbors to support communication.

A typical network creation process for a 4 × 4 deme is
depicted in Figure 5. Here we see the network at different
stages throughout the deme’s lifetime. In Figure 5(a), the
deme was seeded with a single organism, which subsequently
replicated twice and created a link to one of its offspring. In
Figure 5(b), the original organism and its offspring continue
to replicate, and more links are built. Finally, in Figure 5(c),
the deme is filled to capacity and all organisms are connected
in a single network. At this point, if a replication trigger had
been defined to replicate a deme when the deme was full and
the network was connected, the deme would be replicated.

Experimental Setup. Except for the different deme
replication triggers, the experiments presented here were
configured identically; relevant configuration options are
summarized in Table 2. Values were experimentally se-

Table 1: Instructions added to AVIDA to support
network construction.

Instruction Description
cr-link Create a link between the caller and

the currently-faced neighbor.
rd-links Retrieve the IDs of all the organisms

linked to the caller.
get-lpos Retrieve the location of the caller

within the environment.
if-linkeda Test if there is a link in the direction

currently faced.
if-not-linked Test if there is not a link in the di-

rection currently faced.

aConditionals (if-linked, if-not-linked) execute the sub-
sequent instruction in the caller’s genome if they evaluate to
true; otherwise, the subsequent instruction is skipped.

(b) (c)(a)
Link between organismsEmpty cell Occupied cell

Figure 5: Sample networks constructed by the or-
ganisms within a deme.

lected to balance computation time and repeatability, except
for the copy mutation rate, which was unchanged from the
Avida default. For each experiment presented, 20 distinct
Avida trials were conducted.

Table 2: AVIDA configurations used for the ex-
periments described in this study.

Configuration Value
Trials per experiment 20
Max. population size 19,600
Number of demes 400
Max. deme size 49
Max. deme age 150 updates
Environment geometry 7 × 7 spatial grid
Copy mutation rate 0.0075

We note that when using GermlineReplication, mutation
only occurs during deme replication. However, replication is
not triggered until the deme performs a specified behavior.
During the early stages of an Avida trial this presents a
“bootstrapping” problem, as the default ancestral organism
only contains the instructions necessary for self-replication.
To bypass this problem, we include an additional replication
trigger that unconditionally replicates each deme based on
its age, measured in updates. An update is the standard
unit of time in Avida, and corresponds to the time required
for each organism to execute, on average, 30 instructions.
The age of a deme is measured from the current update
to the update at which the deme was seeded or replicated,
whichever is most recent.



6. RESULTS
In this section we present the results of our experiments,

progressing from relatively simple single-criteria problems
to more complex multiobjective optimization problems. We
first focus on the evolution of organisms that construct con-
nected networks, where there is at least one path between ev-
ery pair of nodes. Next, we show that simple selective pres-
sures can alter characteristics of these networks, including
link count, diameter, characteristic path length, and cluster-
ing coefficient. We then show that more complex selective
pressures can be used to build networks that balance multi-
ple criteria, for example, building networks that have both
a low link count and a small diameter.

Evolution of Connected Networks. Our first series of
experiments focused on the evolution of organisms that build
a connected network, that is, one in which there exists a
path between all pairs of organisms. For these experiments,
we implemented a replication trigger that would replicate
any deme whose inhabitants had constructed a connected
network.

Figure 6 plots the mean (across all 20 trials) number of
connected networks constructed under two different con-
figurations. The first, a control experiment, used Repli-
cateDemes, while the second experimental treatment used
GermlineReplication. As shown, very few connected net-
works were constructed under the control, and this behav-
ior never reached fixation within any population. However,
when using GermlineReplication, all 20 trials were able to
regularly construct connected networks. We note that un-
der GermlineReplication, the number of connected networks
constructed at each time step continued to increase with
time, indicating that the population was becoming more
efficient at constructing networks. This result indicates
that using a germline significantly increases the evolvabil-
ity of cooperation. As such, all remaining experiments use
the GermlineReplication competition strategy, configured to
replicate a deme as soon its network is connected.
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Figure 6: Mean number of connected networks
constructed under ReplicateDemes (control) and
GermlineReplication (germline) configurations, per
100 updates. GermlineReplication was significantly
more effective at evolving network construction.

Reducing Link Usage. In the previous experiment,
while the Avida populations were successful at constructing
connected networks, these networks contained on average
114 links – over twice as many links as what are needed to

construct a connected network of 49 organisms. In this ex-
periment we investigated the evolution of digital organisms
to construct networks with reduced link usage. To encour-
age the construction of networks with fewer links, we aug-
mented replicated demes with a merit that increased with
fewer links. In this and subsequent experiments, Avida was
extended with algorithms to calculate merit based on group
behavior. Specifically, merit was set to the following:

Merit =
“
Emax − |E| + 1

”2

,

where Emax is the maximum number of links that could be
in the network (based on our knowledge of the underlying
environmental geometry and the size of each deme) and |E|
is the number of links present in the network (the additional
+1 is used to differentiate between demes that replicate due
to age, and those that replicate due to constructing a con-
nected network with the maximal number of edges).

Figure 7 plots the mean number of links used in con-
structed networks, and the mean number of connected net-
works actually constructed. Here we see that these trials
quickly evolved to use a large number of links (an effec-
tive strategy for building a connected network), and further
evolution reduced the number of links that were used. At
the end of this experiment, constructed networks contained
an average of 86 links (1.75 links per organism), while the
best performing single Avida trial averaged 62.1 links per
network (1.2 links per organism). As before, the number
of networks being constructed continues to increase with
time, indicating increasing efficiency. Figure 8(b) depicts a
sample network constructed by the dominant genotype from
this experiment, while Figure 8(a) depicts a sample network
constructed from our initial experiment where reduced link
usage was not rewarded.
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Figure 7: Mean number of links used to construct
networks, per 100 updates. Selecting for networks
with fewer links results in organisms that use links
sparingly, while still building a connected network.

In examining the genomes responsible for the construction
of these networks, we uncovered three primary strategies
by which networks with different properties were created.
First, organisms would sense their location within the en-
vironment, conditionally linking to neighboring organisms
based on their location. For example, in Figure 8(b) we
see conditional behavior based on whether the organism is
along the west or north edge of the deme. Second, organisms
would frequently use the rotate instructions (described in
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(b) reduced link usage
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(c) balancing CPL and link usage
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Figure 8: Example networks constructed by evolved organisms.

Section 3) to unconditionally face a given direction, which
when combined with location-awareness facilitates network
creation. The third strategy is more stochastic in nature,
where organisms would create links only if they were not
already linked to at least one neighbor. Although this is
an effective strategy for creating a connected network, it
is difficult to construct networks with desired properties in
this way. We suspect that other features of the organism’s
lifecycle, such as gestation time, frequency of attempting
link creation, and possibly communication with neighboring
organisms are influencing their behavior. Further investiga-
tion is needed to verify the specific strategies being used.

Reducing Diameter and Characteristic Path
Length. In some situations, dense communication networks
are more desirable than sparse networks, as they generally
lead to shorter message latencies. In this experiment, we
investigate the evolution of digital organisms to construct
networks that reduce two properties related to network den-
sity: diameter and characteristic path length. Whereas the
diameter of a network is the maximum distance between any
pair of nodes in the network, the characteristic path length
(CPL) of a network is the mean pairwise distance between
all nodes in the network; both are measured in terms of the
number of links that must be traversed. To encourage reduc-
tion of diameter and CPL, we again augmented replicated
demes with a merit indirectly proportional to these two mea-
sures. Specifically, for diameter-reducing trials merit was set
to the following:

Merit =
“
|V | − D(N) + 1

”2

,

where |V | is the number of organisms present in the network
and D(N) is the calculated diameter of the network. Simi-

larly, for CPL-reducing trials, merit was set to the following:

Merit =
“
CPLmax − CPL(N) + 1

”2

,

where CPL(N) is the calculated CPL of the network and
CPLmax is the maximum possible value of the CPL (given
our knowledge of the underlying environmental geometry
and size of the demes).

Figure 9 plots the mean diameter and mean CPL for these
two experiments. As can be seen here, both diameter and
CPL approach their optimal values (for the spatial grid used
in these experiments, the optimal diameter is 6, while the
optimal CPL is 3.5). In each experiment, the minimization
of diameter and CPL come at the expense of link usage,
which averaged 138. In an experiment described later, we
attempt to balance such competing concerns.

Clustering Coefficient. The clustering coefficient of a
network is a measure of connectedness. Formally, the clus-
tering coefficient is the ratio of the number of links between
nodes in a given node’s neighborhood to the number of pos-
sible links between those nodes, averaged over all nodes in
the network. In a sense, it measures how many neighbors
of a given node are themselves neighbors of each other. In
this experiment, we investigate the evolution of digital or-
ganisms to construct networks that have specified clustering
coefficients. To encourage the maximization of the cluster-
ing coefficient, merit was set to the following function:

Merit =
“
100.0 · CC(N)

”2

,

where CC(N) is the calculated clustering coefficient of the
constructed network. To minimize the clustering coefficient
of connected networks, merit was set to:

Merit =
“
101.0 − 100.0 · CC(N)

”2

.
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Figure 9: Mean number of links for diameter-
reducing and characteristic path length (CPL)-
reducing experiments, per 100 updates. In both
cases, organisms evolved to construct networks that
approached their optimal diameter and CPL.

Finally, we also wished to evolve organisms that constructed
networks with an arbitrarily-selected clustering coefficient of
0.5. For this purpose, we set merit to:

Merit = 0.012·|0.5−CC(N)|.

One difference between this experiment and all others is
that the underlying environmental geometry was changed
from a spatial grid to a well-mixed one. This change enables
any organism to link to any other organism within the same
deme, and is necessary to reach higher clustering coefficients.

Figure 10 plots the three different mean clustering coeffi-
cients for the minimizing, maximizing, and targeted coeffi-
cient treatments. Here we see that each treatment reached
its steady-state value within 20,000 updates, with the min-
imizing treatment reducing the clustering coefficient to 0.2,
the maximizing treatment increasing the clustering coeffi-
cient to 0.99, and the targeted treatment produced a cluster-
ing coefficient of 0.57, an error of approximately 7% from the
requested clustering coefficient. Figure 8(d) and Figure 8(e)
depict sample networks constructed by the dominant geno-
types from the minimizing and targeted experiments.

Balancing CPL and Link Usage. To this point, we
have shown that digital evolution is capable of evolving co-
operating organisms that construct networks while optimiz-
ing for a single criteria. Next, we present initial results show-
ing the evolution of organisms to construct networks that at-
tempt to balance multiple, possibly conflicting, objectives.
Specifically, here we evolve organisms that are rewarded for
constructing networks that minimize both their characteris-
tic path length and their link usage. These two objectives
are conflicting – A highly connected network (one with a
low CPL) is likely to use a large number of links, while a
network containing few links is likely to have a high CPL.

Similar to other multiobjective evolutionary optimization
(MOEO) problems [5], this problem exhibits a sensitive de-
pendence on the specific selective pressures (fitness func-
tions, merit, etc.) that are used. Here, three different treat-
ments are examined, each using a different formulation for
the merit applied to replicated demes. Specifically, in the
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Figure 10: Mean clustering coefficients for three dif-
ferent experiments, per 100 updates. Organisms
evolved to construct connected networks with max-
imal, minimal, and targeted (0.5 desired, 7% error)
clustering coefficients.

following multiplicative treatment, merit was set to:

Merit =
“
(CPLmax −CPL(N) + 1)× (Emax − |E|+ 1)

”2

.

The additive treatment is similar, changing only the internal
multiplication of the CPL and link count from multiplica-
tion to addition. Finally, the normalized treatment extends
the additive model by normalizing the CPL- and link-based
terms to the range 0 to 100:

Merit =
“
100·CPLmax − CPL(N)

CPLmax
+100·Emax − |E|

Emax
+1

”2

.

Figure 11 plots the mean CPL and link count for each of
these three different fitness functions. Here we see that the
normalized merit treatment reached its steady-state value in
10,000 updates, while the multiplicative and additive treat-
ments continued to minimize their link usage, at the cost of
an increased CPL. The different behaviors that result from
these fairly minor changes to fitness functions are typical
of MOEO problems, though further analysis is required to
compare these results to the Pareto-optimal set. Figure 8(c)
is a sample network constructed by organisms attempting to
balance CPL and link usage. As can be seen in this network,
they made extensive use of diagonals (which are advanta-
geous when using the grid environmental geometry), but
also included horizontal edges to further reduce their CPL.

7. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that digital evolution, in combi-

nation with multilevel selection and germlines, can produce
a relatively complex cooperative behavior, specifically net-
work construction. Furthermore, we have shown that this
behavior can be produced by selecting for properties of the
network, rather than by specifying individual-level crite-
ria. This work is a first step towards synthesizing topology
maintenance algorithms for distributed systems, and hints
that evolutionary computation, specifically multiagent ap-
proaches such as digital evolution, has promise in the design
of future distributed computing systems.
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Figure 11: Mean characteristic path length (CPL)
(a) and link usage (b) under three different exper-
iments that balance CPL and link usage, per 100
updates.
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